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We study the impact of thermal boundary conductance (TBC) at carbon nanotube (CNT)-substrate
interfaces and CNT junctions on power dissipation and breakdown in CNT network based thin film
transistors (CN-TFTs). Comparison of our results from an electro-thermal transport model of
CN-TFTs to experimental measurements of power dissipation and temperature profiles allows us to
estimate the average CNT-SiO2 TBC as g  0.16 Wm1 K1 and the TBC at CNT junctions as
GC  2.4 pWK1. We find the peak power dissipation in CN-TFTs is more strongly correlated to
the TBC of the CNT-substrate interface than to the TBC at CNT junctions. Molecular dynamics
simulations of crossed CNT junctions also reveal that the top CNT is buckled over 30 nm
lengths, losing direct contact with the substrate and creating highly localized hot-spots. Our results
provide new insights into CNT network properties which can be engineered to enhance
C 2012 American
performance of CN-TFTs for macro and flexible electronics applications. V
Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4767920]

I. INTRODUCTION

Thin-film transistors (TFTs) are one of the most important components of macro-electronic circuits used in applications such as active matrix display drivers and X-ray image
sensors.1 The channel region of these TFTs is typically made
of a-Si which has low carrier mobility (<1 cm2 V1 s1) and
involves high fabrication costs.1 There has been a large
research thrust towards replacing Si in these devices with new
materials which offer greater mobility, improved flexibility,
and high transparency along with simple, low cost, and high
throughput fabrication.1–9 Organic and carbon nanotube network based thin-film transistors (CN-TFTs) have been considered strong candidates in this regard, but CN-TFTs have the
advantage over organic TFTs when it comes to performance
and stability under ambient conditions.10,11 Moreover, CNTFTs have the potential to pave the way towards broader next
generation macro-electronic devices and systems due to the
exceptional electrical, mechanical, thermal, and optical properties of their building blocks, i.e., CNTs.4–6,12,13 Among the
most promising applications of these CN-TFTs are roll-up displays, large area sensors, radio frequency identification
(RFID) tags, and antennas.1,4,13–17
However, there are many issues concerning the operational reliability of these devices which have not yet been
explored. The structure of CNT junctions on substrate can
become crucial in CN-TFTs as low thermal boundary conductances (TBCs) and high electrical resistances at these junctions can lead to junction temperatures hundreds of degrees
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higher than the rest of the device, which will severely deteriorate the performance of CN-TFTs.18–26 Moreover, active cooling may be impeded by low-thermal conductivity substrates
(plastic, glass). As a result, self-heating during operation may
lead to early breakdown of CN-TFTs and therefore presents a
serious challenge to the device reliability particularly under
high frequency and high bias operation.27–29 Previous studies
on electrical breakdown of single CNT transistors suggest that
the TBCs at CNT interfaces play a major role in the power
dissipation of CNTs.30–35 However, the effect of TBCs on
operating voltages, power dissipation, and reliability of CNTFTs is not well understood.
In this work, we investigate power dissipation and network breakdown in CN-TFTs (schematic shown in Figure 1)

FIG. 1. Schematic/computational domain of a CN-TFT device. In our simulations, Lx ¼ 500 lm, Ly ¼ 500 lm, LC ¼ 10 lm, H ¼ 50 lm, tSi ¼ 500 lm,
tOX ¼ 90 nm.
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using a comprehensive approach which includes a coupled
electro-thermal model of the network, molecular dynamics
simulations of the junctions (Figure 2), and experimental
transport and power dissipation data. Comparison of the
measured CN-TFT power vs. source-to-drain voltage (PVSD) and temperature profiles with the corresponding numerical results (Figure 3) allows us to extract average TBCs at
both CNT junctions and CNT-substrate interface simultaneously. The method followed here can be a valuable tool to
extract interfacial thermal contact resistances for CNT networks on different substrates. We examine the temperature
profile of the CNT network which may be very difficult to
obtain directly from the experiments. We use our model to
provide useful insights about the role of the two aforementioned TBCs in power dissipation and electrical breakdown
of CN-TFT devices. Finally, we explore the effects of network morphology parameters such as network density and
junction topology on network breakdown. Our analysis suggests that the CN-TFT performance and reliability can be
significantly enhanced by improving the CNT-substrate
interactions and optimizing the network morphology. Section II describes the numerical model and briefly summarizes
the geometry and parameters of the fabricated devices which
are further used in the numerical simulations, Sec. III validates the model against the experimental measurements, Sec.
IV presents the results and discussion, and Sec. V concludes
the paper.

r  Jni þ

X

Cnij ðnj  ni Þ ¼ 0;

(3)

j6¼i

i ¼ 1; 2; :::N; where N is total number of tubes:

We employ a coupled electro-thermal model36–38 to analyze the current, power, and temperature distribution in the
device and simulate the network breakdown process with
increasing VSD. The model is based on the semi-classical
drift-diffusion equations for charge transport in the CNT network and diffusive thermal transport equations for the CNT
network, Si, and SiO2 layers considering all interfacial contact resistances.

Here, U is the electrostatic potential, VG is the gate voltage, q
is the net charge density, e is the permittivity of CNT, and s is
the local axis along the length of an individual CNT. The term
(U  VG)/k2 in the Poisson equation is a parabolic approximation37 which considers the gating effect. J is current density
and p and n are hole and electron charge density, respectively.
In the present case, n-doped Si acts as a back gate for the
CN-TFTs (see Figure 1). k is the effective screening length
defined by k2 ¼ eCNTtOXd/eOX, where eCNT  5 and eOX  3.9
are the dielectric constants for the CNT network and gate
oxide,38 respectively. We estimate k  27 nm for a CNT film
thickness equivalent to the CNT diameter value (d  2 nm)
and a gate oxide thickness of tOX  90 nm. The CNT-CNT
electrostatic interaction is represented by the term (Uj  Ui)/
kij2 when a node on CNT i intersects a node on CNT j, with a
screening length kij. The term Cijn(nj  ni) in the continuity
equation represents charge transfer between CNTs at the point
of intersection. Here Cijn is the charge transfer coefficient;39
higher values of Cijn imply better electrical contact at the
junctions.
The network density ratio for metallic to semiconducting
CNTs is considered to be 1:2. The gate voltage (VG) is kept
fixed at 15 V (on-state). The electrical contact resistance at
the junction of a metallic (M) CNT and a semiconducting (S)
CNT can be orders of magnitude higher than S-S or M-M
junctions of CNTs.26 Cijn is taken as zero for M-S junctions to
account for very low contact conductance, and it is taken as
50 for S-S and M-M contacts. The drift-diffusion and Poisson
equations are solved self-consistently to obtain the currentvoltage distribution and the power dissipation in the CNT network. The power distribution is taken as an input for the subsequent thermal simulations to obtain the thermal profile in
the device.

A. Electrical transport model

B. Thermal transport model

The electrical transport in CN-TFTs is described by
Poisson’s and drift-diffusion equations as follows:

The thermal transport in the CNT-network, SiO2 layer,
and Si substrate is simulated using the diffusive energy transport equations as shown below:

II. METHODOLOGY
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r 2 hSi ¼ 0:

FIG. 2. Equilibrated structure of the junction between two CNTs supported
on a SiO2 substrate, obtained from MD simulations. Using CNT diameter
d ¼ 2 nm we find LB  30 nm, which is the approximate length over which
the top CNT loses thermal contact with the substrate.

(6)

Here, temperature (T) is non-dimensionalized as h ¼ (T  T1)/
(Q0 dLt/kt). The asterisk symbol in the above equations indicates that the length variables are non-dimensionalized by
the CNT diameter d. T1 is the ambient temperature, q0i is the
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volumetric Joule heating term within the CNT and Q0 is a
reference power per unit volume. hi, hOX, and hSi are nondimensionalized temperatures of a section of the ith CNT,
SiO2, and Si, respectively. The third term in Eq. (4) represents thermal interaction between intersecting CNTs. In Eq.
(5), the second term represents the thermal interaction
between CNTs and oxide substrate. Equation (6) represents
the diffusive thermal transport equation for the Si layer. BiC
represents the non-dimensional TBC between intersecting
CNTs. The non-dimensional parameter BiS represents the
thermal interaction between a CNT and the substrate. The
dimensionless parameters in these equations are defined
as22,37
 
hC PC d2
hS PS d 2
A kt
; BiS ¼
; bv ¼ av
BiC ¼
:
kt A
kt A
P S kS
Here, hC and hS represent heat transfer coefficients at CNTto-CNT and CNT-to-substrate contacts, respectively, PC and
PS are the corresponding contact perimeters, kt is the thermal
conductivity of the CNT, kS is the thermal conductivity of
the substrate, and A is the CNT cross-sectional area. The parameter bv characterizes the contact geometry and av is the
contact area per unit volume of substrate. We use a constant
temperature boundary condition, T ¼ 343 K, applied at z ¼ 0,
i.e., at the bottom surface of Si substrate, while at the top surface of the SiO2 layer, i.e., at z ¼ tSi þ tOX, a convective
boundary condition is applied. The convective boundary
condition can be expressed as kSdT/dz ¼ h(T  T1), where
T1 ¼ 300 K is the ambient temperature and h is the heat
transfer coefficient at the top of the SiO2 layer. The lateral
boundaries at x ¼ 0, x ¼ Lx, y ¼ 0, y ¼ Ly of the computational domain have been assumed to be thermally insulated.
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glass, which may lead to different CNT-substrate TBC and
junction morphology. The present analysis considers a range
of TBCs which will include the possible TBC values at CNT
junctions with different substrates. The device geometry,
conductive properties of the substrate, and boundary conditions can be easily modified in the present model to consider
the different applications of CN-TFTs.
D. Molecular dynamics simulations

The structure of CNT junctions in a CNT network can
significantly affect the thermal transport between CNTs and
between a CNT and the supporting substrate. We use molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to identify the junction
structure and estimate the length (LB) of the buckled segment
of the top CNT which is not in direct contact with the SiO2
layer (Figure 2). The adaptive intermolecular reactive empirical bond order potential (AIREBO) is used to describe C-C
interactions in CNTs,42 the Munetoh parameterization of the
Tersoff potential to describe the Si-Si, O-O, and Si-O interactions,43 and the Lennard-Jones potential to model the van
der Waals interaction between CNT and SiO2 atoms at the
interface.24,44 We first equilibrate the CNT-SiO2 system
using the canonical ensemble at 375 K for 300 ps and then
sample the positions of each atom for 50 ps. In order to
anchor the top CNT with the SiO2 substrate, a very small
force (0.02 Nm1) towards the substrate is applied on the top
CNT during the first 100 ps simulation in NVT (constant
volume and temperature ensemble), and then this force is
removed. We observe LB  30 nm in the final structure
(Figure 2). In most of our following electro-thermal transport
analysis of the CN-TFT network, we consider that a 30 nm
section of all top CNTs at the location of their junctions with
other CNTs is not exchanging heat with the substrate
directly.

C. Details of fabricated CN-TFTs

The computational domain of the CN-TFT (Figure 1) has
been selected based on the experimental devices.27 The details
of the device fabrication and CNT-network morphology can
be found in the previous studies.27,40 Briefly, the CNT network is grown by chemical vapor deposition on SiO2
(tOX ¼ 90 nm) supported by a highly n-doped Si substrate
(tSi ¼ 500 lm). The device is patterned by photolithography,
and the contacts (Ti/Pd ¼ 1/40 nm) are deposited by electron
beam evaporation. The Si substrate acts as a back-gate and we
set the gate-to-source voltage (VGS  15 V) such that both
metallic and semiconducting tubes in the network are in the
“on” state while VSD is increased until network breakdown.
Infrared (IR) thermal imaging of the device is performed with
the bottom of Si substrate kept at a constant T0 ¼ 70  C
(343 K), and the top surface is exposed to air to facilitate IR
imaging and electrical breakdown due to oxidation. The CNT
diameter distribution is obtained by atomic force microscopy
(AFM), with an average diameter 2 nm.30,41
The important dimensional parameters of the CN-TFT
are channel length (Lc), channel width (H), average tube
length (Lt), and CNT diameter (d) of 10 lm, 50 lm, 4 lm,
and 2 nm, respectively (Figure 1). In real applications, CNTFTs can be top-gated, and the substrates may be plastics or

III. VALIDATION

We find the simulation results to be in close agreement
with experiments for both power (current) and temperature
(Figure 3) at g ¼ 0.16 Wm1 K1 (BiS ¼ 2  104) and
GC ¼ 2.4 pWK1 (BiC ¼ 107). These values of TBCs are
very close to the typically observed experimental and theoretical values in the literature.23,24,27,30,32,45 Unlike previous
studies, we find both g and GC simultaneously by comparing
the numerically estimated power dissipation and temperature
profile in CN-TFTs against the experimental measurements.
The power dissipation and thereby the temperature within
the CNT network increases with increasing VSD such that it
eventually reaches the breakdown temperature of CNTs in
air30,46 (600  C). Some CNTs in the channel are likely to
have higher current and power dissipation compared to the
rest in the network, and therefore they experience earlier
burnout due to excessive self-heating. As a result, percolation pathways change dynamically in the network as VSD is
increased further. This burnout process eventually results in
a complete breakdown of the network along a random pattern between source and drain (Figure 3(a)). Our numerical
simulations explain the experimental observations27 of the
breakdown process well. We consider 50 random networks
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IV A), and then we explore the effects of network density
(Sec. IV B) and junction topology on the network breakdown
(Sec. IV C).
A. Comparison of effects of TBCs (g and GC) on power
dissipation and thermal profile

FIG. 3. (a) Comparison of random CNT network from simulations (left
inset, channel region) to scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the
CN-TFT used in experiments after the breakdown, respectively. The red dotted line shows the breakdown pattern of the network. (b) Comparison of
computational results to experimental measurements of dissipated power vs.
source-drain voltage (VSD); the dark blue curve shows the statistical average
of 50 random networks (dashed curves) obtained from the simulations. The
power dissipation first increases with VSD, then eventually drops to zero due
to burning of CNTs which lead to complete network breakdown. (c),(d)
Temperature profile at the SiO2-Si interface obtained from infrared microscopy27 and numerical simulation, respectively, for the device shown in (a).

to obtain the statistical average of current, power (dashed
lines in Figure 3(b)), and the temperature distribution in a
CN-TFT. The statistically averaged numerical results are in
good agreement with the experimental measurement of
power dissipation with increasing VSD (Figure 3(b)) and the
temperature profile at the SiO2-Si interface obtained from
infrared microscopy27 (Figures 3(c) and 3(d)).
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental results based on IR measurements27
revealed that the average temperature (105  C) in the channel region of CN-TFT near breakdown was well below the
breakdown temperature46 (600  C in air) of CNTs. Hand
calculations27 suggest that such a limited increase in temperature in the channel region could be attributed to highly
localized nanometer-scale hot-spots at the CNT junctions,
which cannot be captured by the IR microscopy with a resolution of 2 lm. We first perform detailed simulations to
investigate the role of both CNT junction and CNT-substrate
thermal conductances in the breakdown behavior (Sec.

Simulations reveal a very interesting feature about the
role of junctions in heat dissipation which also supports the
experimental observations. Results suggest that the typical
junction TBC (BiC ¼ 107) is extremely low and a further
decrease in BiC does not lead to any change in power and
temperature distribution in the network. In other words, we
find that for the typical value of the TBC at CNT junctions,
the CNTs can be considered to be thermally non-interacting
at their junctions. This particular result is consistent with the
assumption that percolative thermal conduction in the network is typically absent.47–49 Moreover, simulation results
clearly show that even if we improve the junction conductance by two orders of magnitude (BiC ¼ 105, which may be
practically improbable), it does not change the breakdown
behavior of the CNT network significantly (Figure 4(a)).
This extremely weak dependence of breakdown behavior on
BiC can be attributed to very small junction area and the
weak nature of thermal interaction at crossed CNT junctions.
We next turn to analyzing the effect of CNT-substrate
thermal coupling (non-dimensional parameter BiS) on the
power dissipation and the breakdown behavior of CN-TFTs.
In order to study this dependence, we analyze the breakdown
behavior of the network for BiC in the range of 107–103 at
different BiS values (106–103). The range selected here
represents very poor to very good thermal contacts at CNT
interfaces. The breakdown voltage increases significantly
when BiS is increased (Figure 4(a)). The inset in Figure 4(a)
shows the power variation in CN-TFT with VSD at low BiS
(106), and results suggest that the device fails before 10 V
for all values of BiC in the range specified above. On the
other hand, the device reaches peak power dissipation at
VSD > 24 V at BiS (104). It can be noted here that simply
one order of magnitude increase in BiS can have a more positive impact on breakdown behavior than four orders of magnitude increase in BiC. These results clearly indicate that
CNT junction TBC (BiC) plays only a secondary role to
CNT-substrate TBC (BiS). Thus, the key to enhance the
power density capability and device reliability lies in the
improvement of CNT-substrate TBC. The two important
characteristics of network breakdown, peak power (PP) and

FIG. 4. (a) Variation of power dissipation in the CNTFT vs. VSD for different values of normalized thermal
conductance at CNT junctions (BiC) and CNT-substrate
interface (BiS); inset plot shows power vs. VSD at
BiS ¼ 106 for different values of BiC ¼ 107–103. (b)
Variation of peak power (PP, right axis) and VSD (left
axis) corresponding to peak power vs. BiS at
BiC ¼ 107.
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FIG. 5. Temperature profile in CNT networks
for different values of BiC and BiS at (a)
VSD ¼ 3 V, (b) VSD ¼ 8 V, (c) VSD ¼ 13 V, (d)
VSD ¼ 27 V. Network density q ¼ 3.5 CNTs/
lm2. In each case the current flows from left to
right (source to drain) of the panels,
respectively.

VSD at peak power, both strongly depend on BiS and follow a
power law relation with respect to BiS (Figure 4(b)).
The thermal profiles in a CNT network for different values of BiS and BiC at four different voltages (VSD) are shown
in Figure 5. It should be noted that the CNTs at high temperature are better able to transfer heat to other CNTs in the network at high BiC (104). This leads to more uniform
spreading of heat across the network, which in turn lowers
the peak and average temperature of the network. At the
same time, for low BiS (106), the thermal interaction of
CNTs with the substrate is negligible, and the temperature
rises steeply with VSD across the network. Subsequently, the
temperature of a large cluster of CNTs in the network
reaches the breakdown temperature simultaneously leading
to big holes in the network (see left-top in Figures 5(b)–
5(d)). In the case of low BiS (106) and lower BiC (<104),
the network breaks down at VSD < 10 V along a curvy and
random line because only fewer CNTs which form crucial
percolative pathways burn due to excessive self-heating as
they are not able to spread dissipated power to other CNTs
or to substrate. On the other hand, if the CNT-substrate TBC
is higher (BiS 105), the average temperature of the network is lowered due to increased power dissipation across
the CNT-SiO2 interface. This also translates into lower temperature at the junctions because heat can efficiently flow
along the CNT-axis and then into the substrate at the locations where the CNT is in direct contact with the substrate.

As a result, breakdown occurs at higher VSD (>15 V) along a
curvy and random breakdown pattern (see middle column in
Figure 5(d)).
B. Network density

While our simulations suggest the TBC at CNT junctions may not have a large impact on CN-TFT device reliability for the typical value of CNT-substrate TBC observed
in the experiments and discussed in this paper, these junctions are extremely important for charge transport across the
channel. As the network density increases, the number of
junctions and the percolation pathways for the electrical
transport in the network also increases. This suggests that the
network density directly affects the current and power dissipation in the channel and the breakdown of the network
depends on the density. To analyze the impact of density variation on the breakdown process, we use the developed
model to consider four different densities (q) for the same
device geometry/configuration. TBCs are kept constant
(BiC ¼ 107, BiS ¼ 104).
The results indicate that higher network density leads to
higher power density in the network and consequently the
breakdown occurs at lower VSD (Figure 6(a)). For q ¼ 1.5
CNTs/lm2, power reaches a maximum of 1.7 mW at 30 V.
For q ¼ 2.3, 3.1, and 4.7 CNTs/lm2, peak power PP ¼ 2.8
mW, 3.4 mW, and 3.75 mW and the corresponding VSD ¼ 27,

FIG. 6. (a) Power variation with VSD for different network densities, until complete network
breakdown is reached. Statistical average of 50
random networks has been considered for each
density. (b) Peak power (PP, right axis) and VSD
(left axis) corresponding to peak power vs. network density.
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25, and 21 V. Figure 6(b) shows that there is a clear trade-off
between higher current and lower breakdown voltage with
increasing network density. An optimum density of the network should be chosen to get sufficiently high current without the possibility of early breakdown under high bias
operation.
C. Buckling at CNT junctions

Previous studies have shown that the fabrication process
of CNT networks can affect the CNT network morphology,
which will in turn influence the CN-TFT performance. For
example, Timmermans et al.40 show changes in the CNT
network alignment, and CNT junction area, for similar
network densities, would significantly affect the mobility,
on/off ratio, and 1/f noise in CN-TFTs. Other studies have
shown how the network conductivity can be tuned by controlling the network density and metallic-to-semiconducting
CNT ratio.50,51 Our model provides new insight into how
network morphology influences device reliability by carefully considering the buckling length LB (Figure 2), which
can vary with network density due to increased CNT junction density. For some CNTs, the distance between two junctions along a CNT may be LB > 30 nm as the network
density increases. Consequently, at high densities, a large
section of a single CNT within the network may not make
direct contact with the substrate and is instead supported
only by other CNTs. The non-contacting length of the top
CNT depends on the diameter of top and bottom CNTs in
addition to the distance between junctions and layout of
lower CNTs. Results from MD simulations of a system
shown in Figure 7(a) reveal that the total length of the
buckled structure of the top CNT is 63 nm when two CNT
junctions are separated by 25 nm. The non-contacting length
increases with increasing CNT diameter. The large diameter

FIG. 7. (a) MD simulation result of a top CNT supported by two bottom
CNTs spaced by 25 nm, leading to an apparently buckled structure of length
LB ¼ 63 nm; CNT diameter ¼ 2 nm, (b) Power vs. VSD for two different network densities and different buckling lengths (LB) at the junction for TBCs
BiC ¼ 107 and BiS ¼ 2  104. The effect of increased buckling length is
larger for higher density.

J. Appl. Phys. 112, 124506 (2012)

CNTs flatten due to a stronger vdW interaction with the surface30,45 which will also have significant effects on the junction structure and non-contacting length. These sections of
CNTs are likely locations of hot spots in the network which
will strongly affect the breakdown characteristics.
We explore the effect of this non-contacting length at
CNT junctions by considering two network densities,
q ¼ 1.75 CNTs/lm2 and 3.5 CNTs/lm2, and three cases of
buckling length: LB ¼ 30 nm, 120 nm, and 200 nm. The average length of the CNTs in the network is Lt ¼ 4 lm. The
peak power dissipation in the network decreases by 50% and
70% corresponding to q ¼ 1.75 and 3.5 CNTs/lm2, respectively (Figure 7(b)), when the length of buckled sections is
increased from LB ¼ 30 nm to 200 nm. VSD corresponding to
the peak power decreases by more than 33% when LB is
increased from 30 nm to 200 nm for both densities. The temperature of 10% of junctions increases by more than 150  C
at VSD ¼ 15 V as LB increases from 30 nm to 200 nm for
q ¼ 1.75 CNTs/lm2. The effect of LB is even greater for the
denser networks, as for q ¼ 3.5 CNTs/lm2 the temperature
of at least 10% of junctions increases by more than 300  C at
the same VSD ¼ 15 V as LB increases from 30 nm to 200 nm.
This behavior is expected since a larger fraction of CNTs
remain buckled due to the increased number of junctions per
CNT. This result suggests that the network density q could
be appropriately selected such that the distance between the
junctions on a CNT is higher than the typical value of LB to
avoid early breakdown and enhanced reliability.
V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have examined power dissipation and
network breakdown in CN-TFTs through a comprehensive
approach consisting of experiments, coupled electro-thermal
model of the CN-TFT and molecular dynamics simulation of
CNT junctions. We find that the breakdown characteristics
remain invariant even if the TBC at junctions increases by
two orders of magnitude from its typical value (2.4
pWK1). We also observe that one order of magnitude
increase in the CNT-substrate TBC from its typical value
(0.16 Wm1 K1) will double the breakdown voltage and
quadruple the maximum power dissipation capability of network. This analysis provides a useful insight into the role of
CNT junctions in power dissipation. It implies that the CNT
junctions are the likely locations of the hot spots not because
of poor CNT-CNT thermal conductance but rather due to the
absence of direct contact of buckled part of CNTs with the
substrate at crossed CNT junctions. The denser network may
adversely affect the device reliability as the higher percentage of CNTs may not be in direct contact with the substrate.
Our analysis suggests that the CN-TFT performance can be
greatly improved by engineering the CNT-substrate interactions and optimizing the network morphology.
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